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Privilege 11
Free treatment when sick!
Free treatment when sick is a 1 God given right to good people. Free
treatment is not available to Rehabilitators. People with self inflicted
health issues (Addictions, cannibalism, elective surgery, mutilations, suicide,...) don't get free treatment.

1 God is waiting to hear from you !

Good health Prayer

Celebrate Good health Day 12.1.7 NAtm
Dear 1 God, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian guardian (1st name)
Apologize for my unhealthy lifestyle
I endeavor to make amends
Please support my efforts to make amends
I support 'Free treatment when sick'
For the Glory of 1 God and the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used on Good-health Day

Private, paid (greed, profiteering, waste) for health care ends. Private
health insurance is obsolete its assets are confiscated without compensation. Private practices are absorbed without compensation by the 'SmeC
(Shire medical education Complex)'. Private Hospitals are absorbed
without compensation by the 'PHeC (Provincial Hospital education
Complex)'.
Private, greedy profiteering health care in corrupt Wealth Apartheid
countries have self regulating bodies. They protect negligent criminal
health care practitioners from prosecution. This body lobbies for injust
Laws. It also helps their members to rip off patients. Every selfregulating
body (not just health) is shut, its administrators caged, MS R6
University educated 'GP (General Practitioner)' are not real
medics. They are pill dispenser for Pharmaceuticals. The pharmaceuticals reward these fake medics with cash, gifts, trips,...
Custodian Guardian medical training for 'GP' is via 'SmeC'. SmeC offer
free medical care (preventive, continuous and after care).
Custodian Guardian medical training for 'Specialist' is via 'PHeC'. PHeC
offer free hospital care.
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Custodian Guardian ambulance, emergency training
is via 'PDEc (Provincial Defense Emergency center)'.
PDEc offer free ambulance and emergency services. In
an disaster reserves are called in!
Many Pharmaceuticals' are poisonous and don't cure. They ease (maybe)
discomfort and need to be taken long term. They 'All' have side effects
demanding more Pharmaceuticals' (poison) more side effects.
Pharmaceuticals use a parasitic predatory profiteering
marketing system. Create demand > repeat (dependency) > introduce new (side effects) products (many victims end up taking 14 pills with side effects a day). Reward sales people (Doctors). This corrupt system is why
health care is so expensive and wasteful.
Pharmaceuticals' are primitive expensive treatment. Pharmaceuticals’
are a last resort treatment. Shun Health care practitioners that only prescribe Pharmaceuticals'. They are incompetent corrupt “Quacks”. Demand they be disqualified. Note! Adhering to custodian guardian diet
advice and following exercises, reduces ailments by 80 %+.
Rehabilitators that receive limited health care are billed. Rehabilitators cannot go on life support. Rehabilitators don't receive cosmetic surgery.
People with self inflicted health issues pay for health care:
Alcoholism, addiction, dare devils, thrill seekers, fasting,
mutilators (body piercing, circumcision, cosmetic surgery,
tattoos, transfusions, transplants), smokers, ... People that
don’t care about their health are held accountable.

Every community owes good people, free medical!
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